Kennedy

After Test-Firing,
By RALPH REPPERT
(First of a Two-Part Series.)

N A MAY morning in 1967 the teleO
phone rang in the Towson home of Howard Donahue. It was Bill Fitchett, a hunting buddy, with a strange request. Someone was conducting rifle tests, with hunters and target shooters of varied backgrounds, in an effort to prove something.
Could he take the day off and help out?
Mr. Donahue, suspecting results of the
tests might be used later as evidence in a
court case, agreed to participate.
Mr. Donahue is a gunsmith. He owns
and operates Donahue's Gun Specialties
on Dulaney Valley road in Towson. He has
developed patentable additions and modifications for firearms, principally with
Remington and Winchester. He has
worked on guns for United States Olympic
team members. He is called into court occasionally to testily as a certified firearms expert.
Half an hour later Bill Fitchett, with
his brother, T. Somerset (Sett Fitchett. another hunting buddy, stopped by. The three
drove to the Maryland Lava Company,
near Bel Air. There they picked up John
Dinning, the Fitchetts' brother-in-law, had
lunch and headed for the H. P. White Ballistics Laboratory not far away.
This installation has laboratories for
incredibly fine testing, plus nearly a
hundred acres of partially wooded land
with firing ranges. It is the biggest independent ballistics research center in the
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Assassination: A Different View
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Lion similar to that of the .30-caliber 1903
The FBI marksmen also had fired from
Springfield used by most American draft- an elevation of only about 30 feet, CBS
ees in basic training in both World Wars. was later to explain in its broadcasts—
But its bolt action is much stiffer, even about half the height of the sixth floor of
awkward. After a spent shell is ejected by the school book depository from which Osthe drawn back bolt., the bolt must be wald allegedly fired.
thrust forward with considerable force by
At the base of the higher tower CDS
the heel of the hand to insert a new shell had built, Mr. Donahue was handed anothinto the breech.
er Mannlicher-Carcano.
The offhand approach to the test firing,
"I was giving my full attention to the
Mr. Donahue learned, was deliberate, CBS business at hand. It didn't hit me until lathad given none of its test marksmen any er—like a dash of cold water—that f had
more advance notice than necessary, ap- noticed the serial number on that rifle. Beparently feeling that If any of them had cause most military firearms have at
time to practice with the Mannlicher, the least six- or seven-digit serial numbers,
test scores would have been meaningless. this one caught my attention. I remember
The marksman also learned they were not it as C 2766.
to be paid for their time and trouble, re"In all honesty, I must admit my imaggardless of what kind of scores they shot, ination could play tricks on me as readily
another CBS measure in the interests of as with the next man, and it is possible
Impartiality.
that my subconscious mind is still working
After firing, the men left the basement overtime on this incident. But in my heart
range and moved to a hilly, heavily wood- I still feel 100 per cent sure I remember
ed spot on the laboratory grounds. Here that number correctly. The serial number
they found a partial reconstruction of the on the rifle Oswald used, I later ascerDealy Plaza site in Dallas where Presi-. tained by checking the Warren Report,
dent Kennedy had been shot. Workmen was C 2766. That weapon is supposed to
had constructed a 60-foot wooden tower. have been locked up, along with other asRunning past, in a route which had been sassination evidence, in the National Arsurveyed and staked out to duplicate Elm chives."
street in Dallas, was a miniature railroad
The day had turned windy and cloudy,
track. On it was an electrically powered and Mr. Donahue felt the tower shudder as
vehicle which could be made to travel at wind hit iL At the top level were other
about 11 miles an hour, the speed of the members of the test group, three state popresidential procession as it moved along licemen in uniform, two wearing pistol exElm street on that fateful day. Mounted pert medals, the third with a sharpshooter
on the vehicle was a standard FBI rapid- rating,
fire training target, the lifesize silhouette ., ._ "'The three of is who comprised the elof a man's head and shoulders.
vilian half of the six-man test team repre"I could see a tot of planning had gone sented varied background. Set Fitchett
into the CBS test," Mr. Donahue recalls. Is an '
excellent all-around marksman,
"FBI and military marksmen had test- highly skilled with pistol, rifle and shot-

Continued on Page

Atop the tri ver, Mr. Donal.- foil id the
small area cril 'Med vritli sew .the, men,
plus banks of CBS plietogra c aid recording equip.nent. lie was ra rpri ed to
note the vrinilewsill, built as r .py .4 that
In the Texas V•tool Bonk De:-t itory, was
only I4 Ys Metes from the ';1 w. A Few
packing Canef, were scatter( 1 coud, as
they had been on the sixth Flo T t tip! Texas School Boo:. Depository.
Mr. Donahae had taken off the coat of
his business suit and put on a light v-oolen
hunting shirt which allowed luedorn of

gun. As a yarn int hurter, he iltliorcagbly
familiar with I 'le scope sight.
"Ills brut. er
m Wells
Fitchetti is an excellt tat shot i th rile or
shotgun, not oily a geld targ, I snarl, sman
but also one of the finest
si eta
know.
"As for roe own backgrnerd, I have
been a pretty decent marks
s'ace I
have been bia enough to lift
We. Long
ago I took the 14RA target she . '•ng uourse
in Towson Ari miry ica becar
xpert
small bore rifleman. My prig aal ports
u ei , y pitargets for so cue years have '
geons. My NRA rating with U • cat; ergun
is expert.
"However. toward the eel of •Norld
War III lout; t a .257 Hobert ' :ull tun, a
target rifle r ,ade by Winehr. 'er. IL is
equipped with an eight-power • mpe, and
fires a high-vs !ocity shell sbar'. r in many
respects to Ur se fired in the ti it of rifle
Oswald had.
long-range vair int huntwi'h the
ing, I became proficient eno
rifle and the ::pedal ammua- m 1G kill
crows and we xlehucks, som • nes more
,
than 300 yarda away."

Maryland Man Has Doubts about Oswald

itemqf mac

country: It conducts performance tests
with arms and ammunition for clients
ranging from inventors and arms manufacturers to insurance companies and police departments.
Laboratory technicians took the four
men to a basement range where the Fitchett brothers and Mr. Donahue fired three
sets of three shots each from a 6.5mm
Mannlicher-Carcano rifle. None had ever
fired a Mannlicher, but Mr. Donahue recognized it as a cheaply produced weapon
turned out for the Italian army in World
War II. He also recognized it as the rifle
make and model Lee Harvey Oswald is
said to have fired at President Kennedy in
Dallas on November 22, 1063.
Like that rifle, the weapon used was
equipped with a four-power scope sight.
Bit by bit, Mr. Donahue and his friends
were filled in on the test. Many had criticized the Warren Report for its one-assassin theory, claiming it was impossible to
fire the alannlicher-Carcano three times
in the 6.5 seconds the assassin is thought
to have had to fire at the President. The
Columbia Broadcasting System, in a televised testing program tater to be narrated
principally by Walter Cronkite, was trying
either to prove or disprove the claim.
Like the Oswald rifle, the test weapon
was equipped with a makeshift sling.
The three men were told to fire three
series of three shots each at a target about
150 feet away, each series as close as possible to five seconds. Mr. Donahue noticed
that the cartridges handed him, although
of the same type Oswald bad fired, were
not new ammunition, but reloads.
le also noticed that some of the
range's terminal lights weren't working,
leaving the target less visible than he
..nostril 4v-b.,. 1:1recrl Anal Ch.
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Italian army in worm
turned out .
War IL lie r.';.;; recognized It as the rifle
make and n el Lee Harvey Oswald is
said to have ; a al at President Kennedy in
Dallas oa Ne • ;.nber 22, 1963.
Like that r.fle, the weapon used was
equipped wi a a fountawer scope sight.
Bit by Lit, Ir. Donaht.e and his friends
were fired :.; a.n the te :L Many had critidied the W. - an Report for Its one-assassin theo.- y, . amIng it was in possible to
fire the Mr• icher-Carcano ;twee times
Ida the assess; is thought
in the 6 5 s
fire at the President. The
to have hart
Columbi B : toasting Systera, in a televised ta. tint , agram later to be narrated
principally I aialter Cronkitc, was trying
either it pre . ;. or disprove the claim.
Like the 1 .vald rifle, the lest weapon
was equippr t a:1th a elakeshil . sling.
The dire hien were told to fire three
series o: fill I; shots c Ich at a iarget about
150 feet aw. ,, each series as : lose as possible to five i.ionds. `:Sr: Don. hue noticed
that the cal ridges h.:tided h ii, although
of the sane: type Oswald had fired, were
not new are ; saition, hat relo. as.
He use noticed that same of the
range's ter ; • al lights werea't working,
leaving th . rget leas visi :le than he
would h ivt • d. And the tan A itself was
already wi , 2pperad with millet holes,
which'. ou r. aike it impossaile to determine hi at it cy.
. No at 1, the three ma: ':;men were
of the test . ring wasn't
told th a
n prove accuracy, but merely
being to
to let tad familiarize thei selves with
the Mai all, i.--Careand
It re ryi ! familiarizatioz It is a sixshot rifle deb operates wi.a a bolt acmore advance nonce man necessary, apparently feeling that if any of them bad
time to practice with the Mannlicher, the
test scores would have been meaningless.
The marksman also learned they were not
to be paid for their time and trouble, regardless of what kind of scores they shot,
another CBS measure in the interests of
impartiality.
After firing, the men left the basement
range and moved to a hilly, heavily wooded spot on the laboratory grounds. Here
they found a partial reconstruction of the
Dealy Plaza site in Dallas where President Kennedy had been shot. Workmen
had constructed a 60-foot wooden tower.
Running past, in a route which had been
surveyed and staked out to duplicate Elm
street in Dallas, was a miniature railroad
track. On it was an electrically powered
vehicle which could be made to travel at
about 11 miles an hour, the speed of the
presidential procession as it moved along
Elm street on that fateful day. Mounted
on the vehicle was a standard FBI rapidtire training target, the lifesize silhouette
of a man's head and shoulders.
"I could see a lot of planning had gone
into the CBS test," Mr. Donahue recalls.
"FBI and military marksmen had testfired Oswald's rifle for the Warren Commission's fact finding on the rifle's capabilities. The questions at hand had dealt
with how the rifle would perform against
a moving target. But the FBI had done its
test-firing at stationary targets. It did
not explain why."

DOLICCH1 the sari owner w Ifidi 1111C. or
cause most military firearms have at
least six- or seven-digit serial numbers,
this one caught my attention. I remember
it as C 2786.
"In all honesty, I must admit my imagination could play tricks on me as readily
as with the next man, and it is possible
that my subconscious mind is still working
overtime on this incident, But in my heart
I still feel 100 per cent sure I remember
that number correctly. The serial number
on the rifle Oswald used, I later ascertained by checking the Warren Report,
was C 2766. That weapon is supposed to
have been locked up, along with other assassination evidence, in the National Archives."
The day had turned windy and cloudy,
and Mr. Donahue felt the tower shudder as
wind hit it. At the top level were other
members of the test group, three state policemen in uniform, two wearing pistol expert medals, the third with a sharpshooter
rating.
"The three of us who comprised the civilian half of the six-man test team represented a varied• background. Set Fitchett
is an excellent all-around marksman,
highly skilled with pistol, rifle and shotMUM
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targets for some years have been clay pigeons. My NRA rating with the sea fiergun
is expert.
"However, toward the end of World
War III bought a .257 Roberts Bullgun, a
target rifle made by Winchester. It is
equipped with an eight-power scope, and
fires a high-velocity shell similar I many
respects to those fired in the type of rifle
Oswald had. In long-range varmint hunting, I became proficient enough with the
rifle and the special ammunition to kill
crows and woodchucks, sometimes more
than 300 yards away."
Atop the tower, Mr. Donahue found the
small area crowded with seven other men,
plus banks of CBS photographic and recording equipment. He was surprised to
note the windowsill, built as a copy of that
in the Texas School Book Depository, was
only 141/2 inches from the floor. A few
packing cases were scattered around, as
they had been on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository.
Mr. Donahue had taken off the coat of
his business suit and put on a light woolen
hunting shirt which allowed freedom of
Continued on Page 9
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Walter Cr' -kite, the pre el 'l comany man in that position to operate a bolt
inch circle in the central head area. I
heard a technician at the base of the tower mentator, slat d as the opi-, in of CBS
properly for accurate and rapid firing.
v
The 1444-inch height of the windowsill call out 'We've got a good one! Four- News that "lb role of the FT I
NZ' •eriaruled out firing from the prone or sitting point-eight seconds from first to last the Secret S-r ice, both in tt
:VS: than
lion and its at' ermath, has ix
position—Oswald wasn't tall enough—so shot!' "
s ( I the
A second timing device clocked the glorious," and said perform:
Mr. Donahue chose his own variation of
rd batty
three shots at 5.2 seconds. But at even the two agencies 1 ,c1 wea'sened
the kneeling position.
Actually, it was more of a squat, with slower reading, Mr. Donahue had support- of the Warrer. ileport.
f Ir. Ca,. cite said,
CBS hod ct
his left leg bent under him, his right knee ed the Warren Report's indication that cne
bent, his buttock resting on the heel of his assassin could have fired three shots from that Lee Horsy Os': ,ld sh. ' 'rc ident
he
right foot. It is a pm ition he had earlier a Mannlicher-Carcano within 6.5 seconds. Kennedy, but Fe the fellowInj:
found comfortable and effective in field He was not informed until several days pci riled out: "... we e 1 s the -re Its ween
shooting.
later that, out of scores of test firings Oswald as a lc' 'ler, a; I Oswal I r ti t killIle twined the rifle sling around his left
which had been made in the three previous er."
arm in an arrangement known as the years by CBS, his performance with the
1k 1. "alThe commoatator r Igo no
hasty sling.
Mannlicher-Carcano was the only one theugh the W rren Cr mmi
tr I full
Due to a stuck bolt, Mr. Donahue got
which equaled or excelled that attributed power to core let its own ire
-.it -it inoff only one shot in his first series. ("It's
to Lee Ilarvey Oswald.
I CIA
vestigation, it aerrni1'.ed the
hard for me to believe Oswald was a proCBS televised its test findings the fol- to investieale thems' lees—r
eat a
fessional hit man, as many people say he lowing month during a widely heralded permanent
low or the an 71
was. I can't imagine a real pro trying to
news inquiry. "The Warren Report."
It was hiss: rise of having (1! . it led a
do a job with a weapon as cheap, shoddy
which began with an hour of commentary service that vs:etted Mr. MI
'n -.terand unreliable as that Mannlicher.") Mr.
from 10 to 11 P.M. on Sunday, June 25, est in the asrassination. He 17: e; end
Donahue says he was still working the bolt
and continued with additional hour-long read a conden:;ation of the Warr el( !port,
imperfectly in his second series and he got
segments on Monday, Tuesday and
Continued o P( ge 11
off only two shots. Both, however, were
Wednesday.
hits. They were recorded by a motion picture camera mounted on the carriage of
the moving target.
11,117 "'Ir.
"In my third series of three, I fired the
split-second the target passed the first
stake. With my right hand I hit the bolt
handle to eject. It was stuck again. Realizing how little time I had, I hit the bolt with
all the force possible, ejecting the empty. I
felt more than half my time had passed
when I slammed the bolt forward to insert
the second round, picked up the target in
the cross hairs, and fired.
"Even while the rifle was In its slight
recoil, I brought up my right hand, hit the
bolt to eject, slammed it forward to load,
picked up the target, and squeezed off my
final shot.
"By the time I ejected the last shell,
•k 4 if
took off the sling and stood up, the target
1. 0,
had been returned and was being examtr
ined. My three shots were hits, within a 3-

Kennedy Assassination Continued from Page 7

movement. Along with the other marksmen, he was told he could fire in any position he chose, and could rig up any kind of
a rifle rest he liked with the scattered cartons.
"The police officers fired first, from
various positions. Some moved the boxes
around to use as rifle rests. Everybody
bad a lot of trouble stabilizing the rifle.
The bolt action was so clumsy that after a
man squeezed off a shot, ejected the empty cartridge, and rammed in a new one
with that stiff bolt mechanism, his rifle
remained nowhere near on-target, and he
had to find the target in his scope sight
and aim all over again."
Firing was further complicated because time was such an important factor.
As the silhouette target moved at 11 miles
The first repan hour it passed two
resented the first instant and spot in which
Oswald would have had a possible shot at
the President The second marked the position of the presidential car when the Zapruder films and other evidence had
shown that the last shot was fired.
Test marksmen were not allowed to
fire until lie vehicle passed the first stake,
and shots squeezed off after it passed the
second slake were not recorded in the
elaborate set up of cameras, timing devices and other measuring instruments.
As the lest proceeded rain began to
fall, the IvInd rose and the tower swayed
with each gust.
"Whey it came my turn to fire, I decided on the position Oswald might have chosen," Mr Donahue recalls, "because we
were abo it the same size. Oswald was 5-9
and weighed 169 pounds. I am an inch
shorter reid, at the time of the test, 5
pounds heavier."
Mr. Donahue didn't consider firing
from a standing position. Oswald couldn't
have, for only the lower part of the window from which he is said to have fired
had been open. Mr. Donahue felt it would
have been nearly impossible, anyhow, for
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and unreliable as that Mannlicher.") Mr.
Donahue says be was still working the bolt
Imperfectly In his second series and he got
off only two shots. Both, however, were
hits. They were recorded by a motion picture camera mounted on the carriage, of
the moving target.
"In ray third series of three, I fired the
split-second the target parsed the first
stake. With my right hand I hit the bolt
handle to eject. It was stuck again. Realizing how little time I had, I hit the bolt with
all the force possible, ejecting the empty. I
felt more than half my time had passed
when I slammed the bolt forward to insert
the second round, picked up the target in
the cross hairs, and fired.
"Even while the rifle was in its slight
recoil, I brought up my right hand, hit the
bolt to eject, slammed it forward to Toad,
picked up the target, and squeezed off my
final shot.
"By the time I ejected the last shell,
took off the sling and stood up, the target
had been returned and was being examined. My three shots were hits, within a 3-

atcrnow.

The fort IT nt -d to push a cartridge into a Manniirher-Carcano, the type gun
Oswald i, mai ' have used, sometimes dents the cartridge as it did this one (attached
!pa disc. Igag f bolt) at point i.ltlicnied by froward Donahue's thumb. This cartridge
came Fri rn
:ante lot as the -Oswald cartridges.

ts,

which began with an hour of commentary
from 10 to 11 P.M. on Sunday, June 25,
and continued with additional hour-long
segments on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.

r

r

service that whetted Mr. Donahue's interest in the assassination. Ile bought and
read a condensation of the Warren Report,

Continued on Page 11

has:14,
Mr. Donahue, holding a Mannlicher-Careano, demonstrates the position he used
during a test-firing conducted in Maryland in an effort to prove or disprove the
Warren Report contention that three shots could be fired from , weapon of
this type in 6.5 seconds or less.
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to show how he had fired the rifle, and he
was being very wrong about it. He had a
box for a rifle rest and was not using a
sling. These two factors alone would rule
him out as a competent rapid-fire and accurate marksman.
"But the most glaring error was the
way Mr. Frazier was shown manipulating
the bolt. As I mentioned, the MannlicherCarcano bolt is a stiff, awkward affair.
Moving it hack and forth to eject an empty shell and reload requires effort, so
much so that with the palm of his hand the
marksman must hit the holt forcibly, In
both the forward and backward strokes.
There isn't enough time between shots for
the most competent marksman to close
his hand, so he leaves it open.
"I examined the picture with disbelief.
Frazier was grasping the bolt with his
thumb and fingers, as you would hold the
handle of a teacup."
Later Mr. Donahue read in Thomas G.
Buchanan's book "Who Killed Kennedy?":
"It is doubtful if a single man exists
who could have fired this weapon with the
skill required in the time required'. But if
the feat is possible, it is, In the opinion of
the experts, a superlative performance
which requires one of the world's hest
marksmen ..."
Although he would have enjoyed being
labeled "one of the world's best marksmen," Mr. Donahue wrote off that incorrect phase of Mr. Buchanan's explanation,
and others like it, as hogwash. The irritation whetted his curiosity further, and he
began accumulating more assassination
records.

ennedy Assassination comItnued from furl(' II

and later began reading different books
critical of the report.
He read "Whitewash," written by a former OSS intelligence analyst turned chicken farmer: "Rush to Judgment," by Mark
Lane, an attorney and former New York
state assemblyman; "Six Seconds in Dallas," by Josiah Thompson, a professor of
philosophy; books by newspapermen, law
enforcement agents and others.
lie found nothing to change his opinion
of the Warren Report, but he did conclude
that most of the authors criticizing it had
little knowledge of ballistics and capabilities of weapons.
Too many, Mr. Donahue felt, had accepted careless, broad and generalized descriptive terms, and based their arguments on them. lie resented seeing the
term "pin-point accuracy" mentioned in
connection with Let Harvey Oswald. "Out
of the two or three or however many shots
he is supposed to have gotten off the Warren Report indicates there were three' one
missed the presidential limousine.
"Another fallacy, widely accepted once
it was reported, was that the MannlicherCarcano requires a minimum of 2.3 seconds for bolt action between shots. In my
best series of three in the CBS test, I got
off my last two shots in less than two seconds.
"Proper technique is the answer, Robert Frazier, of the FBI, had claimed the
2.3-second limitations of the MannlicherCareen° after firing the weapon Oswald
had used.
"Later, in a magazine article, I saw a
picture of Mr. Frazier pr esumably posing
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ly cirAnother ritaticn was 1‘,
culated des( iption of the • mm Mann:h ! it both
licher-Carca o eartr ,dge,
2onnalPresident K inedy and Go,
d r iilitary
ly, as a low -o-medinm-pato
cartridge w ich con'd not I, sit, y have
penetrated t o men.
"The fact is," Mr. Donal r say s. "that
fol. Its
the cartridr is extremely ;
caliber is .2 1. Its lung, he., . 1, 0-grain
2: t4 feet
bullet leave' the rlf:r muzzlper second. I was d:' igned ! ale p pene1frican
tration. In I: 't, Kore-nojo B
trig game ler ter, has used a f. no Mannlicher — with ammunition 13! :tit similar to that of Oswall's rifle. -t kil• scores
of elephants with single hr 11. 3ht ts. And
still there at • so-called exp. r I wt. ) claim
ha.'n't the
the cartridF,• fired by Osw
power to pet trate tv:ollvii : en. '
M 1 inv'itic has
In his nin -year rt
en ?Tort,
sought not tt discrerN the l
',es the rebut to soppr t it. He still b
hot rstlyport to have Seen put toget
i !yen to
on the basis of the informs'the commi' ion. Flt believ,- , h iwever,
that its MC7 - hers dint not ha e c lidence
which would 'rave elir'ziged th.. -epirt.
hat no
Mr. Don: Me bel- eves t'','
premeditate' murder was c' nmitted in
Dealy Plaza in Dalt Is on Ti4 errber 22,
1963.
Ile belie' s that, but fey j freakish,
.'ohn F.
once-in-a-million turn of e' r •
with Lee
Kennedy mieht be alive to'
Harvey Oswald serving a pi 'n s-'ntence
for his attempted murder.
And he believes be knot 'row Presi0
dent Kennedy was killed.
To he con tinued next '•eek
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In his nine-year study Mr. Donahue has
sought not to discredit the Warren Report,
but to support it. He still believes the report to have been put together honestly—
on the basis of the information given to
the commission. He believes, however,
that its members did not have evidence
which would have changed the report.
Mr. Donahue believes today that no
premeditated murder was committed in
Dealy Plaza in Dallas on November 22,
1963.
Ile believes that, but for a freakish,
once-in-a-million turn of events, John
Kennedy might be alive today, with Lee
Harvey Oswald serving a prison sentence
for his attempted murder.
And he believes he knows how President Kennedy was killed.
To be continued next week
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thumb and fingers, as you would hold the
handle of a teacup."
Later Mr. Donahue read in Thomas G.
Buchanan's book "Who Killed Kennedy?":
"It is doubtful if a single man exists
who could have fired this weapon with the
skill required )in the time required). But if
the teat is possible, it is, in the opinion of
the experts, a superlative performance
which requires one of the world's best
marksmen ..."
Although he would have enjoyed being
labeled "one of the world's best marksmen," Mr. Donahue wrote off that incorrect phase of Mr. Buchanan's explanation,
and others like it, as hogwash. The irritation whetted his curiosity further, and he
began accumulating more assassination
records.
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connection with Lee Harvey Oswald. ''Out
of the two or three or however many shots
he is supposed to have gotten off the Warren Report indicates there were three] one
missed the presidential limousine.
"Another fallacy, widely accepted once
it was reported, was that the ManniicherCarcano requires a minimum of 2.3 seconds for bolt action between shots. In my
best series of three in the CBS test, I got
off my last two shots in less than two seconds.
"Proper technique is the answer. Robert Frazier, of the FBI, had claimed the
2.3-second limitations of the MannlicherCarcano after firing the weapon Oswald
had used.
"Later, in a magazine article, I saw a
picture of Mr. Frazier presumably posing
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Two Secret Service men, and a few people in the crowd, turn their attention from the motorcade and look searchingly an instant
after one shot was fired during the assassination of President Kennedy, who was in the car in the foreground. Left, the
assassination a s recorded on minion picture film, with the President lurching forward in frame three.
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